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ABSTRACT

This study aims to in order to understand the communications patterns female as the family head her and her young both and the
obstacles faced what is happening to the processes of communication between woman the head of the family with the son .This
is referring to the background of about life of households were headed by woman , in which there have the process of changing
the role of the woman from the even though he allures you anew as they treated father and mother for anak-anaknya in the
socialization process .The socialization process here he had meant by that is the process of communication between of parents
and children .Needless to say this is not always easy , that women are the head of families had to get as a father and at the
same time we wish for a specified processes of communication which is interwoven .A method of in this research was qualitative
and take the location of field research in each village wedomartani , ngemplak , sleman , yogyakarta in central java .Unsupported
sample in in this research including an 12 informants who consisting of 3 informants representative of a group elected female
head of the family who is divorced , 6 informants representative of a group elected female head of the family whose husband
died , and 3 informants representative of a group elected female head of of the families in that her husband to .As for the result of
of the study are ( 1 ) the pattern of a communication that happened to that woman the head of the family with the son in the
village wedomartani , ngemplak , sleman is of many patterns interpersonal communication them to receive direct ( face to face )
.This could be seen in the position of the communicators the ( the sender of the message ) and communicant ( recipients in such
a way a message ) is feasible to be undertaken by the mother and children of the , in addition a communication that going on
field research on this topic shows the existence of feedback for a needed in processes of communication; and ( 2 )
communications patterns one direction occurred when the mother has given understanding of the condition of the the family ,
such as the condition of his daddy kept an eye health a lot of no good; women in the later stages guaranteed a steady income
higher than it has been; when mothers and dad must be separated from each other and when mothers implant the discipline of
as well as then cast him into the the son of had taken the decision because .While two way communication happened when
person whom broke law mother to listen and respond to the child shall bear the story on the relationship pertemanannya in the
schools when just run my lines with kids learn to; when mothers asked the jalan-jalan and out the front door order to make their
purchases or meal outside so that to be able to share a story about what is wanted each other; and when mothers in response to
the vexation might be thoroughly so the boy caused because the success rate of emotion the son of that are sometimes are not
yet able to staying well under control .
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